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The generation of partial melting can have a major impact on the thermo-chemical evolution of a terrestrial body
by the depletion of the mantle material in incompatible elements such as radioactive elements and volatiles, crust
formation and volcanic outgassing. During some period in the thermal history of a terrestrial planet, the temperature
in regions of the upper mantle, either below tectonic plates or a stagnant lid, rises above the solidus - the temperature
at which the mineral with the lowest melting temperature among those that form the silicate mantle mixture starts
to melt. The melt than rises toward the surface, forms the crust, and releases volatiles into the atmosphere. In case
of one-plate (stagnant lid) planets the thickness of the present-day crust can ‘tell’ us already about the efficiency of
mantle melting and mantle degassing – the thicker the crust the more mantle material experienced melting and thus
the more efficient can be the outgassing. However, it has been shown with parameterized convection models [1]
but also 2-3D convection models [2] that crustal delamination is a common process in one-plate planets. Crustal
delamination allows that possibly much more crust is produced during the entire evolution (and thus more mantle
material experienced differentiation) than what is observed today, implying also more efficient outgassing than
expected. Crustal delamination is therefore a process that may help to generate a substantial planetary atmosphere.

In the present work we investigate the influence of partial melt on mantle dynamics and the volcanic outgassing
of one-plate planets using the mantle convection code GAIA [3] in a 2D cylindrical geometry. We consider the
depletion of the mantle, redistribution of radioactive heat sources between mantle and crust, as well as mantle
dehydration and volcanic outgassing [4]. When melt is extracted to form the crust, the mantle material left behind
is more buoyant than its parent material and depleted in radioactive heat sources. The extracted heat producing
elements are then enriched in the crust, which also has an insulating effect due to its lower thermal conductivity
compared to mantle values. In addition, partial melting can influence the mantle rheology through the dehydration
(water depletion) of the mantle material by volcanic outgassing. As a consequence, the viscosity of water depleted
regions increases more than two orders of magnitude compared to water saturated rocks [5] and results in slower
cooling rates. All these effects together tend to suppress the efficiency of partial melting, crustal delamination and
mantle degassing.
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